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Abstract: Open network service is threatened by API abusers such as spammers, phishes, compromised users, etc., be-

cause of their open API for any user and third-party developers. In order to preserve the service resource and security, we 

proposed an approach called CS-1-SVM based on cosine similarity and 1-SVM to detect anomalous accounts who abused 

API in open network service. Two of the key processes of the method are account modeling and classifier solving. In ac-

count modeling, we vectorized every sample user by extracting the dynamic features and calculating the cosine similarity 

between static features. In classifier solving, we improved 1-SVM in regularization parameter optimization efficiency 

with cosine similarity too. Based on the proposed method, we developed an experiment to demonstrate that CS-1-SVM 

has the ability to detect both malicious and compromised account and simplify the process of parameter optimization 

without reducing the accuracy of 1-SVM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Compared to traditional network service, open network 
service (ONS), such as social network service, cloud storage 
service or electronic commerce service, is facing more seri-
ous security threats. In the traditional environment where all 
accounts are under strict control, all users are only limited to 
access the service via their own identities and carry out their 
business in their assigned range. Therefore abusing is under 
control and happens rarely in traditional network service. 
While in the open environment, all accounts receive fewer 
restrictions on network access and API usage. In this condi-
tion, one might selectively trusts those third-party applica-
tions that rely on open API provided by ONS. Thus, mali-
cious behaviors (spamming and phishing) become more fre-
quent and large-scale, due to the programmability of not only 
attack data but also attack actions. Besides, attackers can 
easily access users’ private data and make unwanted opera-
tion by vulnerabilities of authorization protocol (such as 
CSRF or phishing on OAuth) or the open API self [1, 2]. 
Those malicious or compromised accounts can then be used 
for a variety of illegal activities, such as sending phishing or 
spamming messages to other accounts on contact lists. 

Previous work has shown that abusing API for spam, 
phishing, and malware are real threats on open network ser-
vice [3]. What’s more, malicious and compromised accounts 
on ONS are already being sold online in underground mar-
kets [4, 5]. To solve the growing problem, researchers have 
proposed different detection approaches. Earlier studies fo-
cus on analysis of static information (e.g. text, URL and IP)  
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like traditional detection on E-mail spam [3, 6-10], which 
can be easily implemented by the mature technology on  
E-mail spam detection. But nowadays, tools and techniques 
used by attackers are more complicated. Sometimes attack 
behaviors are not fully reflected in the published content, but 
in getting permission to privacy data or other posted actions 
through open API. For the new scenario, behavior modeling 
is proposed. M. Egele et al. provide an idea to extract behav-
ior model features associated with the actions of publishing 
content and classify normal or compromised account by su-
pervised classification methods [11]. Unfortunately, super-
vised machine learning requires a large number of labeled 
samples so that it needs a lot of pre-processing work and 
cannot catch the 0-day threats. Besides, they fail to detect a 
malicious account. G. Wang et al. identify the anomalous 
account by taking advantage of the clickstream models [12]. 
They claim that they have developed a detection system on 
server-side, which can group similar user clickstreams into 
behavioral clusters through distances between clickstream 
sequences and then classified a new click sequence into 
normal or Sybil. However, they cannot really realize unsu-
pervised clustering because of the use of so-called “seed” 
labeled manually. Besides, the server-side detection does not 
have platform generality.  

In this paper, we presented a new approach called CS-1-
SVM (One-class Support Vector Machine Improved with 
Cosine Similarity) to detect open API abuse including not 
only compromised but also malicious accounts based on co-
sine similarity [13] and 1-SVM (one-class SVM, an unsu-
pervised Support Vector Machine [14]). It was worth noting 
that we also integrated a vectorization model in the method, 
which can combine both dynamic and static user features. 
With this model, we can accurately describe the user's level 
of “changes”, which can reflect the level of abnormality. Our 
approach offers four outstanding advantages. First, it does 
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not depend on open network service provider’s platform. 
Second, real unsupervised machine learning simplifies the 
model training in compared with taking cumbersome task of 
labeling samples. Third, it can detect both malicious and 
compromised accounts. The last but not the least, individual 
behavioral features and overall distribution of samples are 
combined to improve the accuracy of classification with 
twice use of cosine similarity. 

2. ACCOUNT MODELING 

Like all automatic detection methods based on machine 
learning, we need to abstract the users’ states and behaviors 
into a set of vectors first. This process is called “account 
modeling”, which has a very significant effect on the detec-
tion results. A strong account modeling has to capture the 
real ways in which a user employed his ONS account as 
completely as possible. Otherwise, a weak account modeling 
might lead to incorrect classification (e.g. identify a legiti-
mate user as anomalous, and vice versa). To build a plat-
form-independent system, we adopted the public stream on 
ONS from users’ posting instead of back-end statistics. Once 
obtained the user’s stream, we extracted a set of feature val-
ues called “static features” from each posted message as stat-
ic features vector (SFV). And then, a vector called “dynamic 
features vector (DFV)” that can describe important changes 
of static features with cosine similarity and abstract other 
features associated with the time sequence was computed. 
The final account model can be described as DFV, a Hilbert 
space vector used to represent a user. 

2.1. Extracting Static Features 

In order to abstract the characteristics that can provide 
available reference values for dynamic features, a proper 
static features group must meet the following requirements:  

Vectorizable: Vectorizing users’ static features is the ba-
sis of not only dynamic feature abstracting but also CS-1-
SVM model. Vectorizable means that those used features 
must be numeric and directional. If a feature such as image 
content cannot be described as a number (numeric), it is not 
easy to reflect the feature to Hilbert space. Besides, if you 
cannot distinguish between each feature in different dimen-
sions (directional), the features’ number group will not form 
a vector. For example, the number of sentences and the 
number of punctuation, in most conditions, represent the 
same dimension as the content structure. They cannot form a 
group of feature vectors.  

Intent-related: Intuitively, a user abusing open API will 
achieve a specific purpose in a great probability. Therefore, 
an appropriate static feature is required to describe the user's 
purpose. When a user’ purposes are abstracted into numbers, 
we can catch the purpose non-manually. For instance, in a 
social network, the intent of spreading, which the spam ac-
counts release information with, can be measured by the 
counts of interactions (e.g. @ counts, forwarding counts 
etc.). 

Changeable: An unchangeable feature will make the 
model insensitive to users’ action, because dynamic features 
vector depends on the fluctuations in static features’ values, 
and the more accurately the dynamic features match user’s 

action sequence, the better CS-1-SVM works. Those static 
features without changing trend are meaningless for the 
model presented in this paper. Take user name or user pass-
word as an example, it changes rarely, so a vector composed 
by it makes no sense. 

We denote user’s SFV as . Here is the recommended 
 using one publishing in the conventional open network 

service. 

Social network: Take language as u ( u { 1,1, 2} , when 

1 means local language, 2 means English and -1 means other 

languages), including links number as nl (nl N  and nl 0), 

@ number as na (na N  and na 0), published time as t (t

N  and 0 t < 24). In social network service, = (u, nl, na, 

t). 

Cloud storage: Take language of file name as u  

( u { 1,1, 2} , when 1 means local language, 2 means  

English and -1 means other languages), file type as f  

( f { 1,1} , when 1 means normal file type and -1 means 

executable binary file type), shared or not as s ( s { 1,1} ), 

uploading time as t (t N  and 0 t < 24). In cloud storage 

service, = (u, f, s, t). 

Electronic commerce: Take order numbers once as no  

(no N  and no > 0), similar or not for order comments as s (

s { 1,1} ), order placed time as t (t N  and 0 t < 24). In 

electronic commerce service, = (no, s, t). 

2.2 Extracting Dynamic Features 

If we have extracted available static features of one ac-
count into a series of multi-dimensional vectors, we can con-
struct the dynamic features’ vector that can accurately reflect 
the changing level of this account’s actions by cosine simi-
larity and other statistical methods. Considering the user’s 
linear actions, we described dynamic features on time se-
quence. 

2.2.1. Cosine Similarity of static Features 

The most important dimension in DFV is the change lev-

el of user’s historical actions through which anomalous sud-

den changes can be found. So we need a quantitative metric 

to describe the change level of SFVs, which is called Change 

Rate Index (CRI) in this paper. An effective and easy way to 

compute CRI is the variance of cosine similarity. Cosine 

similarity is a measurement of similarity between two vec-

tors of an inner product space that measures the cosine of the 

angle between them. Comparing two SFVs by cosine similar-

ity can capture the change level between user’s two actions 

accurately. And then take the variance of these cosine simi-

larity values as CRI. 

Considering the user’s linear actions and limited compu-

ting resources, we do not need to calculate the cosine simi-

larity between each pair of static features, but between a 

basic SFV and other one. That means we need choose a SFV 

(e.g. first SFV) for basic vector, and compute cosine similari-

ty for other SFV with basic one in accordance with the time 
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sequence. In this process, we need to define a constant g (-

1<g<1) as sudden change threshold. If the cosine similarity 

is below g, we say this situation could be a sudden change 

and take the new SFV as the basic one with which the rest 

SFV will be compared. This is a trick that can make similari-

ty values more discrete to stand out fluctuations of sudden 

change. For example, we can take the first SFV as initial 

basic SFV, and compute cosine similarity with other SFV in 

according with time sequence. When the cosine similarity 

below g, we know that the user make a sudden change and 

change the basic SFV to the new one. If the SFV after is 

similar, this method will not make the sum of similarity val-

ue become too low to effectively distinguish. If the SFV after 

is become normal, this method can stand out the sudden 

change SFV because the cosine similarity below g are com-

pute twice. Fig. (1) shows the differences between changea-

ble and unchangeable basic SFV on cosine similarity value 

distributions and the value of g is 0.65.  

The part of SFV matric M is 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. (1). Different distributions between changeable and unchange-

able basic SFV. 

We can see from Fig. (1) obviously that an normal SFV 
(M[4]) produced a significant fluctuation and an abnormal 
SFV (M[8]) was not sensitive to sudden changes in the meth-
od of unchangeable basic SFV. Conversely, the changeable 
basic SFV performed well on trade-off between sudden 
change and normal change. 

If we define L as a user’s CRI, function D(xi) as variance 

fuction, n as number of user’s SFV, Si  (i N and 0 i n-1) 

as the ith SFV according to the order of time, Sb  as the basic 

SFV and simi (i N and 0 i n-1) as cosine similarity be-

tween Si  and Sb , then Equation (1) shows how to compute 

the user’s CRI. 
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2.2.2. Other Dynamic Features 

Besides CRI, some other dimensions are needed to form 
the DFV. These dimensions must meet the requirements of 
SFV-related and statistically significant to stand out the sus-
pect features of user’s actions sequence. That means we must 
form a vector, which can capture the action features of 
anomalies or outliers. 

Content repeatability (R) and action frequency (T) are 
two dimensions recommended on most ONS for commonali-
ty. Content repeatability means that to compare consecutive 
posting (text on social network, md5 of file on cloud storage 
or order comments on electronic commerce) different or not. 
Action frequency means to get the interval time of consecu-
tive posting because an anomalous account may submit with 
open API frequently. In order to reduce the impact of long 
interval time, we took those interval times more than one day 
as one day (86400 seconds) for the sake of simplicity. 

If we denote a user’s DFV as  D , posting number as n, 

content repeatability of consecutive posting as ri (ri

{ 1,1} , i N and 1 i n-1), interval time of consecu-

tive posting as ti (ti (0,86400] , i N and 1 i n-1), the 

function to take the first y minimum numbers in xi as fmin(xi, 

y), the average function of xi as E(xi), then we can get Equa-

tion (2) where the value of L has been computed in Equation 

(1). 

 

                                                                                         (2) 

 

 

 

 

The vector D  is the final model for one user; ceil means 

rounding up and c is a constant to control the number range 

of ti. For example, if n is 100, c is 0.1, the value of T can be 

calculated as following steps: 1) chose the first 10 

(ceil(99 0.1)=10) minimum numbers in ti; 2) take the aver-

age of this 10 numbers. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF CS-1-SVM 

When a user is abstracted into a specific vector D , clas-

sification methods on vectors in Hilbert space can be used to 

detect the abnormal account. Because of D  can describe 

how a user use a network service API, an appropriate classi-

fication method will produce an excellent result to find out 

those API abuse accounts. 

In a common ONS system, most of vectors D  are nor-
mal and difficult to be labeled if we get samples through 
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simple random sampling (like web crawling). So here, the 
data do not contain any labeling information and only a 
small fraction of the data is abnormal, but the outliers exhibit 
a significantly different behavior than the normal records. 
Theoretically, the 1-SVM could also be employed in an un-
supervised anomaly detection setup, where no prior training 
is needed [15]. That is the reason we choose 1-SVM as the 
basic algorithm in this paper. Based on this, we made some 
improvements on the estimate of v value with the cosine sim-
ilarity and overall dynamic features to propose an improved 
algorithm called CS-1-SVM.  

3.1. Introduction of 1-SVM 

In contrast to traditional SVMs, 1-SVM attempts to learn 
a decision boundary that achieves the maximum separation 
between the points and the origin [16]. It is predicated on the 
assumption that the origin in the transformed space belongs 
to outliers and then separates most of the samples from the 
origin by a hyperplane with maximum margin which is as far 
away from the origin as possible.  

Suppose that {xi}l i=1 N
 is the target dataset, and non-

linear transformation function  is used to map the target da-

taset from N
 into a higher dimensional Hilbert feature 

space. To determine the hyperplane, we need to deduce its 

normal vector w and bias term by solving the following op-

timization problem: 

 

 

                                                                                          (3) 

 

 

 
Here, i called slack variables are introduced to deal with the 
outlying samples. The parameter (0,1] is a special param-
eter for 1-SVM. It represents an upper bound on the fraction 
of outliers and a lower bound on the number of support vec-
tors. Varying  controls the trade-off between  and. An ef-
fective valuation method to v will be proposed in next sec-
tion. 

Equation (3) called primal problem can be solved by its 

Lagrange dual problem and avoid calculating the inner prod-

uct of non-linear mapping function by defining a kernel 

function K(xi, xj)=(xi), (xj that fulfills Mercer’s conditions. 

The dual problem is like Equation (4): 

 

 

(4) 

 

 

 

where are the Lagrange multipliers. After solving the dual 

problem, the decision function for any test vector xt is given 

by Equation (5): 

(5) 

 

 

3.2. Estimation of v by Cosine Similarity 

In section 3.1 we notice that the parameter  is an upper 
bound on the fraction of outliers and a lower bound on the 
fraction of support vectors. In most practice, the value of  is 
decided by artificial ways depending on the experience to 
features of training samples. Unfortunately, this approach is 
difficult to implement for ONS because of the users’ uncer-
tainty and diversity. Nevertheless, we can still estimate the 
value of v by the similarity relations of sample users’ DFVs. 
Before setting forth the methods of estimating, we show two 
properties of ONS: 

Proposition 1. Suppose A={D }l i=1 is a sample set of 

users’ DFVs from ONS, M(A) (0,1) is the metric function 

for overall similarity of DFVs, and O (0,1) is the ratio of 

anomalous users among all samples, then O changes along 

with M(A).  

In other words, if more users have high similarity of 
DFVs in the case of the appropriate features to be extracted, 
then there is a high probability that more API abusing attacks 
happened in this ONS. Because those attackers are bound to 
post the similar action, in order to achieve a clear purpose. 
This proposition has been illustrated effectively by experi-
ments in M. Egele’s work [11]. 

Proposition 2. Suppose E(A) (0,1] is the average of co-

sine similarity of samples’ DFVs between each other, con-

stant μ (0,1) is the threshold near 1 to determine the ex-

tremely similar vectors, then O  E(A)/ μ. 

To prove proposition 2, we introduced  as the average of 
cosine similarity of DFVs whose cosine similarity with any 
other DFV is lower than μ. Then we supposed that m is the 
number of DFVs in high similar cluster, p is the average of 
cosine similarity of them. Finally, the deduction of proposi-
tion 2 was like Equation (6): 
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Since v is an estimated value and represent the upper 
bound of outliers rate, we can calculate a reference value O 
as v according to proposition 2 and make adjustments for 
value of μ to fine-tune the process. This can significantly 
reduce the amount of computation to find out v. Further-
more, the single user’s behavioral features and overall distri-
bution of samples were effectively linked together. 

3.3. Objective of CS-1-SVM  

Following the above propositions, we can generalize the 
CS-1-SVM method to the problem of API abuse detection in 
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ONS. The objective of the proposed CS-1-SVM is stated in 
Equation (7). Here, the regularization parameter v was 
dropped from the minimization objective. Instead, we calcu-
lated the average  of cosine similarities between any two 
users’ DFVs and divided it by μ to represent the upper bound 
on the fraction of outliers and a lower bound on the fraction 
of support vectors. 

 

 

                                       (7) 

 

 
The threshold μ is an adjustable value very close to 1. 

Those users, whose cosine similarity with each other higher 
than μ, were considered as suspect group. After Lagrange 
multipliers and kernel function introduced, the dual objective 
of CS-1-SVM can be summarized as Equation (8): 

 

 

 

                                       (8) 

 

 

 
It can be seen that it is only a minor modification to the 

objective of the original 1-SVM in Equation (3) and (4). 
Hence, it can be solved easily with the original methods or 
tools like SMO [17], LibSVM [18] and so on. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed de-
tecting API abusing method, we compared our CS-1-SVM 
with the traditional 1-SVM. In our experiments, the kernel of 
the two methods was a Gaussian kernel like Equation (9), 
where  > 0 is kernel radius. The optimum value for the pa-
rameter  was determined by cross validation.  

  

                                     (9) 

 
Another important comparison among content analysis 

method like those proposed by reference [6-10], COMPA 
[11] and the proposed CS-1-SVM shows different applica-
tion efficiency. 

4.1. Sample Set 

We randomly sampled 1500 users’ posted data from 

Weibo.com (the predominant social network service in Chi-

na which is akin to a hybrid of Twitter and Facebook) by 

crawling with the open API that Weibo provides. The dataset 

contained 26 anomalous accounts including 10 spammers, 10 

phishers and 6 compromised users (which were labeled by us 

to compare with experiment results) and all historical posted 

information of these 1500 users before 12:40:00 PM, 14 No-

vember 2013. In addition, we pre-processed these data to 

eliminate dirty data such as system error messages, empty 

response, invalid URL and so on.  

Because of the limitations of provided open API, the 
original data was JSON format. We reorganized the data into 

a 2-dimensional cell for struct including 1500 rows by 
Matlab. Each row was a cell including all posted information 
of one user, and each element in row cell was a struct that 
represents one posting. The data in struct looks like Fig. (2). 

 

Fig. (2). Data in one posting. 

For the sake of simplicity and reliability, we randomly 
drew 5 samples in both anomalous and legitimate samples as 
10 test data each time. Every method was tested 20 times. 
The goal of our experiment was to check whether a test sam-
ple was misclassified and the result for all tests was averaged 
as the comparison basis. 

4.2. Account Modeling 

As shown in Fig. (2), the struct data was very easy to be 

extracted because of the key-value pair structure. Consider-

ing the probability of change language was minimal in 

Weibo, we abandoned the language feature. Finally, We 

chose the following keys to form SFV. 

“content”: This field stored the text content in one post-

ing, which contained lots of important features. Despite the 

semantic analysis for all text was difficult, there were still 

some special symbols can be used to extract features (e.g. 

text between two ‘#’ represents the hot topic participated, 

‘@’ means intention to interact with another user). In our 

experiment, we extracted the number of hot topic as nh, the 

number of ‘@’ as na, the number of URL (excluding the lo-

cation share) as nl. 

“creatTime”: The value of this key was the Unix 

timestamp when the posting was published. We converted it 

into local standard time and took the number of hour as t. 

“source”: This field indicated the applications (e.g. web 

browser, phone app, third-part app) that the posting was 

submitted with. This is also an important feature. Those 

compromised account can be caught cause of the sudden 

change of this field. We took this field as s. 

“musicurl”,  “pic_list” and “videourl”: We can consider 

these cell type fields as multimedia attachments. Due to 

space constraints, we will discuss the detection of these at-

tachments in other papers. In this paper, we temporally ig-

nored these fields. 

So one SFV can be represented by = (nh, na, nl, t, s). 

Then we calculated the CRI L for these 1500 users by the 
 S
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method mentioned in section 2.2.1 and formed the final DFV 

with other features. In this process, we set the threshold of 

sudden change g to be 0.55. Meanwhile, the other dimen-

sions were calculated by Equation (2) where c equals 0.1. 

Finally, D =(L, R, T). R represented repeating degree of con-

tent text and T meant abnormal degree of submitting fre-

quency.  

4.3. Results 

To measure the effectiveness, we denoted anomalous ac-

counts as positive samples and normal accounts as negative 

ones, and used the standard metrics such as accuracy (ACC), 

false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR) [19]. 

Accuracy is the proportion of the total number of the exper-

iment results that were correct. False positive rate is the ratio 

of incorrectly classified positive samples to total actual nega-

tive samples. True positive rate is the ratio of correctly clas-

sified positive samples to total actual positive samples. With 

Table 1, these metrics can be described as follows: the accu-

racy is (nt+pt) / (nt+nf+pt+pf), the false positive rate is pf / 

(nt+pf) and the true positive rate is pt / (pt+nf). 

Table 1. Metric reference table. 

 Negative Positive 

negative nt pf 

positive nf pt 

 
nt means the number of correctly classified negative samples, 
while nf means the number of incorrectly. pt means the num-
ber of correctly classified positive samples, while pf means 
the number of incorrectly. 

To compare the discrimination between CS-1-SVM and 
original 1-SVM, we generated a Receiver Operating Charac-
teristics (ROC) curve in (Fig. 3). The curves plot FPR on the 
X-axis and TPR on the Y-axis. Since the proposed improve-
ment is the valuation of v, Table 2 shows the advantage in 
the regularization parameter optimization of CS-1-SVM. The 
results in (Fig. 3) and Table 2 obtained by independent ex-
periments were the comparison of accuracy and trial times 
between 1-SVM and CS-1-SVM. With Fig. (3) and Table 2, 
we can conclude that our proposed method can improve the 
efficiency of regularization parameter optimization without 
reducing the discrimination. 

In more detail, the overall results for our experiments 
were presented in Fig. (4). We can find that in the change of 
μ differently impacted on different anomalous groups detec-
tions. The detection capability of spammers and phishers 
tended to change with μ, while the capability of detecting 
compromised accounts was insensitive to variations of μ. 
However, due to the proper account modeling, the detection 
results of compromised accounts were still excellent. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The experiments showed that the proposed CS-1-SVM is 
well suited for the unsupervised API abuse detection prob-

lem. There were two key factors that determine the perfor-
mance of CS-1-SVM. One was the design for SFV and DFV 
and another was the optimization of parameter μ. The former 
described single user’s behavior while the latter embodied 
out the overall similar features of samples. Thus, proper ac-
count model and value of μ can make the detection results 
more ideal.  

 

Fig. (4). Detailed ACC of anomalous accounts. 

When comparing with other anomalous accounts detec-
tion methods, CS-1-SVM can be the more promising one on 
ONS. In details, Most of those text based detection [6-10] 
methods just focused on text analyze but ignored the user’s 
behaviors, and then induced the high FNR (false negative 
rate) and low TPR. Likewise  most behavior model based 

 

Fig. (3). ROC comparison between 1-SVM and CS-1-SVM. 

Table 2. Comparison of regularization parameter optimiza-

tion times between 1-SVM and CS-1-SVM. 

 
0.85 0.90 0.95 

1-SVM (v) 25 24 35 

CS-1-SVM (μ) 5 9 12 
Actual 

  Experiment 

ACC (±0.005) 
Method 
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methods [11, 12] performed not so ideal in terms of AUC 
because of their lack of well-designed extraction method for 
account models and consideration of overall samples’ fea-
tures. Besides, the unsupervised classification method this 
paper based on make the 0-day detection become possible. 

With these analyze of experiments’ results and compari-
son with other methods proposed by previous papers, we can 
find the different application scenarios between them to form 
the Table 3. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we designed and evaluated CS-1-SVM, a 

feature modeling similarity and 1-SVM based approach for 

detecting both malicious and compromised account in Open 

Network Service. We firstly extracted users static features 

into SFV, and formed DFV by cosine similarity of SFV and 

other dynamic features. Then, we trained a classifier with 

these DFV samples by proposed CS-1-SVM. Finally, we 

used the classifier to detect anomalous accounts. The final 

experiments proved that our proposed method could improve 

the efficiency of regularization parameter optimization with-

out reducing the discrimination of original 1-SVM. Further-

more, the ability to capture both malicious and compromised 

account in 0-day and the platform- generalization was high-

lighted by comparing with other previous works.  

Due to increasingly stringent restrictions on open API 

provided by ONS, sample data collection has become more 

and more difficult especially in cloud storage service and 

electronic commerce service. Our future work will focus on 

the detection of API abuse by means of internal cooperation 

with some ONS in. Through the study of proper clustering 

methods and analysis of a large number of sample data, we 

are expected to be able to find a method to group account 

into refined category and deal with coordinated attacks and 

Sybil attacks on ONS.  
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